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Part A: Scene Analysis 
 

Use the link to access the two scenes, which can be streamed online or downloaded to watch 

offline on your own device: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/iwwzdvufba6a6n6/AAAh54cfempr8SaHqfw_9X2ba?dl=0 

 

One is from The Ring (Verbinski 2002), and the other is from Atlanta Season 1, Episode 1. 

Big Bang (Murai 2016). You will choose one of the scenes to analyze. In the analysis you will 

consider how the scene’s formal elements (mise-en-scene, cinematography, editing, sound) 

function to develop characters and the relationships between them, delineate settings, 

organize plot, convey themes or communicate meaning. 

 

Notes to Graders on Question 1 

The students do not need to make a clear thesis statement in their introduction and the text  

does not have to be structured in the same way as the essay in part B, with a clear topic  

sentence in each paragraph. What is important is the content/idea of what they are saying.  

If it is precise and clear and interesting and if their references to the film or episode supports  

their argument, then they will receive an A. Students are being tested on their interpretation  

of the scene. 

 

More weight should be given to the analysis of significant formal and stylistic elements than 

to the relationship of the scene to the film or episode as a whole. The analysis should form a 

cohesive whole in order to be within the A-C grade range. Although students may cite from 

the course readings in the scene analysis, they are not required to do so.  

 

The key to a successful scene analysis essay is focus. An A-level essay may concentrate on  

how one or two formal elements perform one or two functions. It may also pose a clear,  

defendable argument regarding the function of the scene’s formal elements and develop  

that argument over the course of the essay. An A-level essay will show a mastery of the  

technical terms for film analysis learnt during the semester (see glossary handout and  

textbook). A B-level essay may include a mix of interesting analysis and generalities and may  

include some errors in technical terms. A C-level essay may offer a catalogue of observations  

on the scene’s formal elements and not make the necessary step from description to  

analysis. It may not consistently use the technical terms in the correct way. A D-level essay  

will not attempt to use the technical terms learnt in class and will be descriptive rather than  

analytical. An E-level essay may provide some generalities about the film or episode backed  

up by plot summary without engaging with the formal and stylistic elements of the scene.  

 

We can understand the film analysis exam essay as involving the four steps listed below.  

 

1) Description of the scene. What formal elements are used?  

2) What meaning does these formal elements of cinematography, mise-en-scene, sound  

and editing produce?  

3) How does the meaning produced in this scene fit in with the  

issues/themes/characters/settings/narrative of the film or episode as a whole?  

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/iwwzdvufba6a6n6/AAAh54cfempr8SaHqfw_9X2ba?dl=0


 

A D-level essay will not reach beyond step 1. A C-level essay may attempt steps 2 and 3  

but may not be completely successful. The ideas may not be fully developed or well- 

supported with formal elements. A B-level essay will engage with all steps and will be mostly  

successful, but the analysis may be a little unclear or uninteresting at times. An A-level essay  

will engage with all three steps and do so convincingly with interesting analysis and ideas. 

 

 

Part B: Essay Writing 
 

Question 1 

How does Florida Project compare to the Classical Hollywood tradition? Discuss this 

through considering Florida Project in comparison with another film on the curriculum. 

Provide a reason for your selection of film, and develop an argument about how the two films 

relates to the Classical Hollywood tradition. 

 

Examples of expected response to essay question one:  

 

The students should introduce the classical Hollywood form with reference to Bordwell and 

Thompson, which includes:  

 

- Action is spurred by individual characters as causal agents.  

- The main star is prominent in every scene  

- Desire is the impetus of the plot  

- The main character is blocked in their desire 

- The character changes over the course of the film 

 

The students could test this framework on Florida Project and another film. Many of the 

characters in the film are not professional actors, and the most well-known actor in the film, 

Willem Defoe, plays an important character but is only given prominence in some of the 

scenes. Other characters are played by either unknown actors, or in some cases non-actors. 

The candidate can focus on the central character Moonee, six-year-old Moonee (Brooklynn 

Prince), and note how few of the central actions of the film’s plot are initiated by her (with the 

exception of the fire in the projects, which has a series of indirect consequences). Moonee’s 

desire to live a care-free and adventurous life of mischief is not the impetus of the plot, but 

rather something that.  The students could alternately focus on Moonee’s mother Halley 

(played by Bria Vinaite) as the main character. Halley’s desire could be said to be maintaining 

residency and caring for her daughter, but she is constantly blocked through both her own 

actions and consequences beyond her control. 

 

It is possible to compare Florida Project here with either films on the curriculum, but the most 

immediately relevant would be The Searchers or Rear Window or Citizen Kane. In Citizen 

Kane, the main character played by Orson Welles, propels the narrative forward trough his 

desires, both in wanting Susan to become a singer and to become governor. In The Searchers, 

action is spurred by decisions made by Ethan (played by John Wayne), who’s desire to find 

his missing niece Debbie is the impetus for the plot. Here the students can note the realization 

that Ethan’s desire is not so heroic, as he to kill Debbie due to her spending too much time 

with the Native Americans. Ethan is blocked from achieving his goal, and changes in the 

process. Rear Window will not perfectly into the Classical Hollywood tradition either. 

Students could refer to Jeff as the main character, who is trying to solve the mystery of where 



Thorwald’s wife is. The cause of the narrative is to achieve this goal, and the character is 

blocked by his own immobility, and by the inspector not believing him. Jeff’s character does 

not really change during the film, with the opening and final scene similarly showing Jeff 

asleep with leg(s) in plaster. The student can, either alternately or in addition, render Lisa as 

the main character. Her main desire is to get married to Jeff, with the cause of narrative being 

to achieve this. She is blocked in her desire as Jeff does not want to marry her. The character 

changes through the film, as she proves that she can be adventurous and daring. In addition to 

these classical Hollywood movies, students can also choose to compare with The Ring. 

 

Depending on which films the candidate chooses to compare, different arguments could be 

made with regards to how they relate to the Hollywood tradition. Students could discuss the 

way classical Hollywood conventions creates suspense for the viewer in for instance The 

Searchers, whereas in Project Florida Project is more of a ‘slice of life’ than a plot-driven 

film. The students could tie the lack of emphasis put on plot in Florida Project to arguments 

made by Paskiewicz, in particular how the film provides a sense of enthusiasm and utopian 

quality to the unhurried lives of the children, in contrast to capitalist productivity. 

 

Question 2. 

Rick Altman writes that “not all genre films relate to their genre in the same way or to the 

same extent.” In this essay, consider either how two films or series on the curriculum relate to 

the same genre, or how a single film or series relates to multiple genres. Provide a reason for 

your selection of film(s) or serie(s), and develop an argument about how it combines two or 

more genres. 

 

Examples of expected response to essay question two:  

 

The question lets students choose how to solve the assignment, either focusing on different 

genre elements within a film that does not fit solely within a genre, or on the similarities and 

differences between films of the same genre. Students may test the generic syntax of a genre 

to find that it does not completely fit the film, and note how films can have higher or lower 

level of ‘genericity’. In relation to this, students may discuss viewer expectations and how the 

films both create surprise and suspense through their uneven relationship with a genre. There 

are multiple possible ways of solving this assignment which have been talked about in 

lectures and seminars: different genre elements in Florida Project, Twin Peaks, Rear Window, 

or the relation between western in The Searchers and Breaking Bad, mystery in Rear Window, 

Twin Peaks, Citizen Kane, crime drama in Breaking Bad, Atlanta and Twin Peaks).  

 

Focusing on different genre elements within a film, the most obvious candidates for analysis 

would be Twin Peaks, Florida Project as well as Atlanta. For Twin Peaks students could 

focus on scenes with elements of murder mystery, sitcom, melodrama, teen movies, film noir, 

horror, tv adverts or surrealism. This could include the murder mystery and film noir 

detective, the emotional acting of melodrama in the responses to Laura Palmer’s murder, the 

high school setting, and the horror and surrealist sense of unease in the mise-en-scene. The 

students could here point to the way that combining genre sets up and break with 

expectations, to create surprise and leave viewers disoriented. Students could also develop 

arguments on different genres as tied to specific characters, portrayed as belonging to and 

living in different worlds according to genre conventions. For Florida Project, this might 

include the use of syntactic elements of the Western, with Bobby as the sheriff defending the 

borders of civilization against lawlessness. It could also include the setting of the motel, as a 

semantic staple from road movies, and what kind of significance this has in the film. For 



Atlanta students could focus on the combination of elements of situational comedy with crime 

drama and surrealism.  

 

A comparison between the Western genre elements in Breaking Bad and The Searchers, 

focusing on the desert setting, themes of masculinity, with both Ethan and Walter White as 

the good-bad-man. Differences could be noted here in the way that Ethan carries himself with 

confidence, whereas Walt struggles with living up to masculine ideals. The students can note 

how Walt is struggling to care for himself and for his family. They could also point to Walt 

finding excellence as a criminal through becoming more effeminate as he is cooking and 

dressed in an apron. The similarities and function that the home has in the series and the film 

would also be of relevance here, pointing to the home as a civilized zone which neither 

Walter nor Jesse wants to taint with criminal activities.  

 

Alternately students could compare crime drama in Twin Peaks, Atlanta, Breaking Bad. Here 

the students can emphasize the setting of the crime, from the small town of Twin Peaks to the 

urban city of Atlanta, and Albuquerque near the border to Mexico. The way this setting makes 

for different forms of crimes and different relations between crimes and other aspects of life. 

For the town of Twin Peaks, the murder is a breach of rural normalcy, for Atlanta crime is a 

backdrop to everyday city life and in Breaking Bad drug production is a dark undercurrent to 

normal suburban life. Students can draw comparisons between the portrayal of law 

enforcement, from the boastful Hank in Breaking Bad to the threatening officers in Atlanta to 

the enthusiastic and cool detective Dale Cooper.  

 

Other alternatives could include how mystery is established, developed and solved in The 

Ring, Rear Window, Citizen Kane. Other series on the curriculum which might be brought in 

for comparison in include How to With John Wilson and Adventure Time. For these the 

students will need to make note of these as different types of film, and not make the grave 

mistake of presenting documentary and animation as genres.  

 

Notes to graders on Question 2 

There is no one correct way to answer the essay questions. Both questions require students to 

reference at least three readings and to discuss at least two specific scenes. It is possible to 

write about the same film/series in assignment A and assignment B, but the students may not 

write about the exact same scenes.  

 

The assignments challenge the students with making use of multiple skills learned through the 

semester. Care should be taken to award students for their original analysis of films and 

series, and to a lesser extent their engagement with the three readings. In both essays the 

emphasis should be on aesthetic analysis in keeping with the learning objectives of 

MEVIT110. An excellent essay will use examples from the film and readings to support their 

answer.  

 

Students will have to make choices, and the best students will be able to provide reasons for 

these through referring to aspects of the films and series. Excellent exams will also be able to 

construct some form of unified argument concerning either the way that Florida Project and 

another film relates to the Classical Hollywood tradition, the way that different genre 

elements within a film or series shape its story, characters and themes, or the way that genre 

works differently across different films. Weaker students may discuss personal preferences or 

make general claims regarding genres, rather than the effect of following or breaking 

conventions of film form or the specific function of genre within or across specific films or 



series. Students should be rewarded for their ability to come up with unexpected and relevant 

comparisons between films. 

 

If the student chooses to write about any of the series, they should not discuss other episodes 

than those which are part of the curriculum. This includes: Adventure Time, season 4, episode 

13 and season 5, episode 16; Atlanta, season 1 episode 1 and season 2 episode 1; Breaking 

Bad, season 1, episode 1; Twin Peaks, episode 1, season 1. Exceptions to this are: any 

references to other episodes in curriculum texts. 

 

The Altman reading is referenced in the second question. It is not expected, however, that this 

reading form the basis for students’ analysis. More weight should be given to their reading of 

the films and their attention to the formal and stylistic elements of particular scenes. However, 

an A-level essay will show a clear understanding of the semantic and syntactic elements of 

film genre by engaging with the Altman text. A B-level essay will cite Altman but may not 

illustrate a clear understanding of the terms semantic and syntactic. If the analysis is good and 

the ideas are clear and convincing then students can still achieve a C without mentioning 

Altman’s text in their essay. A D-level essay will not engage with the Altman reading at all. 

In addition to the Altman reading and the textbook, which other relevant readings will depend 

on which films or series the students choose, and includes mostly all the texts on the syllabus.  

 

If students reference only two of the readings they should in general not be able to achieve 

more than a C grade. If they reference only one essay they should not be able to achieve more 

than a D grade. If they do not reference any of the readings they should not be able to achieve 

more than an E grade. It is not required that students provide a full citation for each of the 

three readings; they may reference the reading by summarizing the main argument of the 

author in their own words. 

 

The relevant readings for the first essay is the textbook and the text by Katarzyna Paskiewicz. 

These will be the two main sources, the textbook for the definition the classical Hollywood 

tradition, and the text by Paskiewicz for perspectives on Florida Project. In addition to this 

the assignment asks students to consider as well as a text which depends on which film(s) the 

students compare Florida Project. The most relevant here are either James Naremore, 

Elizabeth Cowie or Robert Warshow. More of the readings are potentially relevant for the 

second than the first assignment. Depending on which film the student chooses to compare, 

students who take the first assignment will likely only have three options to choose from. For 

the second assignment, there should be at least four different readings that are relevant to 

anyone, which includes the Altman text, the textbook, and an essay for each of the films 

chosen to write about. This means that not having three readings will be a greater drawback if 

students choose the second assignment than for those who chooses the first. 

 

If students reference two scenes from the film in a superficial way without engaging with the 

formal elements of the scenes then they will not be able to achieve more than a C grade. If 

they reference only one scene, but successfully analyze the formal elements using the correct 

technical terms then they can still achieve a C grade. If they do not reference any particular 

scene from the film but rely on vague descriptions and plot summary then they will not be 

able to achieve more than a D grade. Students are not required to formally  

reference films nor are they expected to include a filmography. 


